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CALL: HORIZON-CL4-2022-HUMAN-01-14

HUMAN-CENTRED AND ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL AND 

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES 2022 (HORIZON-CL4-2022-HUMAN-01)

Extended Reality Technologies (XR)

Expected Outcome: Proposals are expected to contribute to the 

following outcomes: Innovative eXtended Reality industrial and 

societal applications, integrating technologies such as advanced 

visualisation, 3D, Augmented and Virtual Reality experiences, 

human-machine interaction and cooperation, with a focus on well 

designed and fully tested scenarios in real-world environment.

Research & Innovation Action (RIA)

ShareSpace: 14 partners + 2 affiliated partners

8 EU countries

36 months (kick off January 2023)

6,437,000€

European context



It is the umbrella term used for Virtual Reality (VR), 

Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality (MR), as 

well as future realities immersive technologies might 

create. XR covers the full spectrum of real and virtual 

environments.

What is XR



A EUROpean Ecosystem: The European Commission is 
supporting research and innovation into a European XR ecosystem 
ensuring that our European values are upheld. The European 
Commission is encouraging cross-fertilisation between 

disciplines and domains.

XR applications are used in sectors such as manufacturing and 
construction, cultural heritage, tourism, training and education, 
HEALTH, advertisement, work processes, industrial processes, but 
also for entertainment, online commerce and construction. The 
European Commission Green Deal is another potential use area 
for XR applications with future virtual spaces for people to meet 
and work in a climate neutral society.

User experience with XR technology is becoming more and more 
immersive. Apart from re-creating realistic virtual environments, the 
current work involves improving the user experience even further 
by adding emotion, language technologies and better speech 
recognition, as well as human senses like smells and touch.

Virtual universes

A metaverse is a computer-generated universe with 
online 3D virtual environments in which the user can 
MOVE freely. It could be a DIGITAL world based on the 
real Earth, as well as a fictional environment where 
users can game, go shopping for virtual products and 
services or meet with other users through avatars in 
MOTION.
In such computerised virtual environments, European 

core values are crucial for the take-up of the 

technology, including equality, non-discrimination 

and inclusion.





The vision of SHARESPACE is the creation of 

future Social Hybrid Spaces (SHS) shared by 

humans (5-7) and avatars (2-3) engaged in 

embodied collaborative tasks, where social 

sensorimotor primitives are transparently captured 

through mobile connected innovative sensors, and 

then reconstructed using novel extended reality 

(XR) technology. Our ambition is to create a 
hybrid, multimodal-multisensory integrated 
platform which adapts to individual users and 
enables them to interact in an embodied shared 
space by learning, identifying, and 
reconstructing the core sensorimotor primitives 
of social interactions.

Our vision

Embodied Social Experiences in Hybrid Shared Spaces



Partners
# Participant organisation name Country Type
1 DFKI – German Research Centre For Artificial Intelligence Germany RES
2 UM - University of Montpellier, EuroMov DHM (+ IMT Mines Ales) France RES
3 CRdC - CRdC Nuove Tecnologie per le Attività Produttive Scarl Italy RES
4 UKE - University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf Germany RES
5 ALE - Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise France IND
6 UJI - Universitat Jaume I De Castellon Spain RES
7 Golaem - Golaem S.A. France SME
8 LST - LightSpace Technologies SIA Latvia SME
9 CYENS - Center of Excellence Cyprus RES
10 Ricoh - Ricoh Europe Germany IND
11 DMU - De Montfort University United Kingdom RES
12 INRIA - Institut national de recherche en sciences et technologies du

numérique (+ University Rennes 2)
France RES

13 AE, Ars Electronica Linz GmbH & Co KG Austria RES
14 VHIR - Hospital Vall d'Hebron Spain RES



Example of sensorimotor primitive









Synchronisation, Social 
Connectedness & Pain ! Individual Sync Index

! Group Sync Index

! Dyadic Sync Index

! Network of heterogeneous 
Kuramoto oscillators

! N = 7
! c = constant
! Akh = 0 or 1
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In order to quantify the degree of synchronisation of the kth participant with respect to the group, the246

following parameter247

⇢k := |�̄0
k| 2 [0, 1] (3)

is defined as the individual synchronisation index : the closer ⇢k is to 1, the smaller the average phase mismatch248

between agent k and the group over the whole duration T of the experiment.249
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is defined as the group synchronisation index : the closer ⇢g(t) is to 1, the smaller the average phase mismatch251
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as their dyadic synchronisation index : the closer ⇢dh,k is to 1, the lower the phase mismatch between agents h256

and k over the whole trial.257

Networks of heterogeneous Kuramoto oscillators. A network of heterogeneous nonlinearly coupled258

Kuramoto oscillators was employed to capture the group dynamics observed experimentally [37]:259

✓̇k = !k +
c

N

NX

h=1

akh sin (✓h � ✓k) , k = 1, 2, . . . , N (7)

where ✓k represents the phase of the motion of the preferred hand of the kth human participant in the ensemble,260

!k her/his own preferred oscillation frequency when not connected to any other agent (estimated from the eyes-261

closed trials), and N the number of participants. Each player is modelled with a di↵erent value of !k, thus262

accounting for human-to-human variability, and is a↵ected by the interaction with her/his neighbours modelled263

by the second term in the right hand side of equation (7). Speecifically, akh = 1 if there is a connection between264

players k and h (they are looking at each other in the eyes-open trials), while akh = 0 if there is not.265

Parameter c, here assumed to be constant and equal for all nodes in the network, models the interaction266

strength among the players, i.e., the strength of their mutual visual coupling. Such coupling strength was set267

heuristically for the proposed mathematical model to match the values of group synchronisation indices ⇢g268

observed experimentally (Fig. 4).269

For both human ensembles, the group synchronisation indices observed experimentally (Figs 4a and 4d)270

is shown together with that obtained numerically by simulating the model proposed in equation (7) with two271

di↵erent values of coupling strength c, heuristically found by trial-and-error. It is possible to appreciate how272

a lower (higher) value of c in the model reproduces well the experimental observations in the case of lower273

(higher) heterogeneity in the natural oscillation frequencies of the agents (as quantified by the coe�cient of274

variation cv, Figs 4b and 4e). On the other hand, experiments are not well reproduced when:275

• the natural oscillation frequencies of the agents are close to each other and the coupling strength is too276

high (in Group 1, the coordination level in Complete graph and Star graph should be higher than that277

in Ring graph and Path graph, Fig. 4c);278

• the natural oscillation frequencies of the agents are far from each other and the coupling strength is too279

low (in Group 2, the coordination level in Ring, Path and Star graph is not comparable with that obtained280

experimentally, Fig. 4f).281
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Synchronization metrics
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Model

Alderisio et al., 2017; Bardy et al., 2020; Calabrese et al., 2021



Workplan

UM

UM

UM+IMT: Benoît, Ludovic, Christophe, Simon, Patrice
1 post-doc (2 or 3 years) – Marta
1 post-doc (2 years) – Summer-fall 2023



The 
ShareSpace
Glossary



Levels of autonomy in human-agent interaction
HUMAN WITH XR AND 

MOCAP
HUMAN WITH XR AND 

MOCAP
HUMAN WITH XR AND 

MOCAP

L0 L0 L0

HUMAN-DRIVEN 
AVATAR

HUMAN-DRIVEN SEMI-
AUTONOMOUS AVATAR

FULLY AUTONOMOUS 
AVATAR

L1 L2 L3

L2

L0

Kinematic Chinese Whispers

Social Hybrid Space

L3 L2L0 L0 L1

L1L0

L3

L1L0

L2

Local Spaces

Social 
Connectedness 



- Kinematic Chinese Whispers

- Social Connectedness

Proofs of Principle
PoPs



Phase 1

local physical 
space, human-
human (L0-L0)

Phase 2 

VR, avatar - avatar 

(L0-L1-L2)

Phase 3

XR, avatar –
autonomous 

virtual character

(L0, L1, L2, L3)

PoPs



KINEMATIC CHINESE WHISPERS - AMPLIFICIATION
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ReadoutEncoding
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Human – Human InteractionsSHARESPACE Interactions



What information?

1)Fear in object passing  

2)Ratio of distance to width in a movement sequence 
(Fitts’ Law)



Neutral objects

CS+ CS-

Baseline 
block

Acquisition
phase

Extinction
phase

CS-

US

CS+

Transmission of Fear Information



p001



0 1 2 3 4
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Information Transmission



0 1 2 3 4

Information Transmission

0 1 2 3 4

Information Transmission



SOCIAL CONNECTEDNESS - PROPAGATION
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0



1

2

3
4
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PHASE I

SYNC UP
ESTABLISH SYNC – CONNECT

ONE ORGANISM

INDUCE FEAR in n=2 (0 and 2)

MOTOR CONTAGION

OBSERVE MOTOR CONTAGION in 1 and 3 and 4

Requirements

- Oscillatory motion
- 1D/2D

- Degrees of freedom /proximal
- Naturalistic 

- HELLO TOGETHER/ LOOPS



Pain x Sync x Endorphines



PHASE II

SYNC UP
ESTABLISH SYNC – CONNECT

ONE ORGANISM

INDUCE FEAR in n=2 (0 and 2)

MOTOR CONTAGION

OBSERVE MOTOR CONTAGION in 1 and 3 and 4

AMPLIFY
- FEAR = slow down, exaggerate slow down of L2 of P0 and P2

so group syncs up to L2s of P0 and P2
(for L0-L2 mapping 1:1 motion physical to SHS)

”I am ok, they wait for me, sync – less pain”

ATTENUATE
- FEAR = slow down, dampen the lack of speed of L0 for L2 of 

P0 and P2, by speeding up of L2
“I am slow, they do not know, I seem ok - sync maintained”

1

2

3

4

0



SHARESPACE FOR HEALTH, SPORT AND ART



Sharespace for Health - Social low-back pain exergame

Simplified visualisation of the Low Back Pain Scenario showing (top) group exercises in VR with L0 patients and their L1
avatars, and (bottom) the AR-version with (L0) patients at two different locations, L1 avatars of other patients, and the L3
autonomous avatar of the therapist.

Target: 2024 and 2025 World Pain Conference



ShareSpace for sport - Family peloton cycling

Two phases of the Sport scenario showing (top) L0 amateur cyclists learning how to ride in a virtual peloton composed of their
own (L1) avatars guided by an autonomous L3 avatar, and (bottom) “on-road” (Melinda) and “at-home” (Peter) cyclists sharing 
the hybrid space composed, for at-home cyclists, of their own (L1) avatars guided by Melinda and L2-L3 avatars.

Target: Paris 2024 & Tour de France 2025



Feb 2023



ShareSpace for Art – Shared Creativity

Artistic production in the Deep Space 8k at Ars Electronica Festival and scenario illustration with L0 humans (white) 
human-driven L1 (yellow), semi-autonomous L2 (pink) and fully autonomous L3 (green avatars)

Target: Ars Electronica Festival 2024 & 2025





Thank you !


